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ABSTRACT
Smartphones are becoming ubiquitous and the associated
ecosystem is dominated by third party apps as they are re-
quired to get the full benefits of a smartphone. A popular
method of monetizing these third party apps, specially the
free apps, is through advertising and providing users’ per-
sonal data to analytic services (trackers). The collection of
users’ private information for advertisements and to analyt-
ics in general is problematic because, it might lead to privacy
violations. However, at present there are no mechanisms for
users to determine the implications of third-party apps col-
lecting their personal information. In this paper, we pro-
pose PrivMetrics framework which enables users to make
informed decisions about the use of these third party apps
by providing them with an analysis on their privacy leak-
ages and wherever possible recommending alternative apps
with the same functionality as the apps they are considering
which better protect their overall privacy.

1. INTRODUCTION
Smartphone usage is driven by the availability of third

party apps. In parallel to the growth of these third
party apps, especially the free apps, a large diverse
ecosystem of organizations that collect and aggregate
information about the users of these apps have emerged.
These organizations (trackers), use information about
users for various purposes, such as providing personal-
ized services, or sending them targeted advertisements.
Numerous research groups have exposed the privacy
leakages that occur as a result of developers using users’
personal data to monetize the free apps by integrating
tracker libraries with the app [5, 8]. This has lead to
the development of tools and frameworks to assess the
privacy leakages of individual apps [3, 12].

In the current smartphone app ecosystem, there are
only a limited number of trackers. Therefore the user
information collected from various individual apps, will
be collected by only a few trackers. This allows these
few trackers to build accurate profiles of the users and
infer various attributes such as age, gender, marital sta-
tus, and health conditions which the users may not want
to be known [2, 10, 14, 11]. Thus to assess privacy im-

plications for a user, it is necessary analyze the overall
flow of information to the trackers in addition to ana-
lyzing individual apps. Currently, there is no easy way
of knowing what information an individual app is col-
lecting. Moreover, even if a user did get to know that
a given app is collecting personal information, there is
no way of knowing the overall privacy implications, and
there are only limited options other than not using the
app to avoid the loss the privacy. In addition, as some
of the information may have been collected at the time
of installation, just not using the app or uninstalling
app might also be too late.

This paper presents PrivMetrics, a framework that
addresses the above challenges by analyzing individual
apps offline and providing users with recommendations
about the overall privacy implications of installing a
new app. In addition, it provides users with recom-
mendations of other apps that have similar functional-
ity, but is less privacy intrusive, through a novel algo-
rithm based on steepest ascent hill climbing. We present
the preliminary results of app recommendations using
a dataset collected from over 300 smartphone users and
show that 50% of the users, were able to achieve more
than 20% of improvement in their overall privacy level
by using PrivMetrics.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we present the design goals of PrivMetrics
and Section 3 describes the PrivMetrics architecture.
Algorithm proposed for improving the overall privacy
level is presented in Section 4. The preliminary results
are presented in Section 5 and Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2. DESIGN GOALS
The overarching goal of PrivMetrics is to inform the

users of the potential privacy implications of installing
a third party app and where possible indicate possi-
ble alternative apps with similar functionality, that can
have a lower impact on their privacy. This is realized
by designing the system with the following sub goals:

• Provide details to the users on what data is
being collected and the privacy implications
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It is a common practice to list the permissions
required by the app when a user tries to install
an app . However, these permissions are abstract
and most users do not understand them. In addi-
tion, some of the data that is collected, for example
collecting the list of apps already installed on the
smartphone, does not require any permission from
the user. Thus, it is necessary to provide users
with an easily understandable explanation about
the implication of the information that is being
requested.

• Provide user the control of their personal
data
The objective of trackers is to infer user traits from
the data that is collected which will enable the pro-
vision of personalized services and other activities
such as displaying tailored advertisements. From
the users’ point of view, while sharing some traits
might be acceptable, others might not be. For ex-
ample, one user will be willing to share the location
information with third parties, however might not
be willing to share gender information. Thus, it is
necessary to provide the user control of data that
will give them the option of determine which infor-
mation they are not willing to share and evaluate
the suitability of apps based on their preferences.

• Provide users with alternative app recom-
mendations
As there are only a limited number of trackers,
data collected from different apps can be sent to
the same tracker. As a result, when a new app
is installed by the user, it may lead to a signifi-
cant loss of privacy. It is important to assess what
information is being collected and the impact of
this information on their privacy by taking into
account the information that is being collected by
the already installed apps and which trackers they
are being sent to. For example, an app already
installed may provide a given tracker the user’s
location information. Thus, if the user installs an
app which only asks for the gender (either directly
or by accessing a social network profile) and pro-
vides the information to the same tracker, individ-
ually neither apps violate the requirement of loca-
tion and gender should not be provided together.
However, as soon as the second app is installed, it
violates the requirement. Therefore, it is necessary
to warn the user as well as provide, where possi-
ble, an alternative application that has the same
functionality, before the user installs the app.

3. PrivMetrics ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 presents the overall architecture of PrivMet-

rics. It consists of three phases, which are described
below.

1. App discovery: In this phase, PrivMetrics dis-
covers the available apps by crawling the app mar-
kets. Then, it downloads the executables of the
discovered apps, and stores them in an database
for offline analysis.

2. App classification: In this phase, PrivMetrics
analyzes each of the downloaded apps statically
and dynamically, and for each app determines

• The private data that is being collected
and trackers those data being shared with
There are various open and commercial tools
to do this both statically and dynamically.
Static analysis tools can decompile the ap-
plications and identify the requested permis-
sions [1, 7]. Once the code is disassembled
it is possible to identify whether the private
data access is done by the first party or the
third party by observing the library names.
Dynamic analysis tools [1, 9, 13, 6] execute
the apps in controlled environments and pro-
vide further insights to data leakage by high-
lighting the websites or domains data is being
sent.

• The permissions requested against the
app functionality Some apps might collect
information without tracking libraries through
over-permission (i.e. asking for permissions
which are not required for the core app func-
tionality). Those apps are identified using
machine learning approaches [4]. First apps
are clustered according to the functionality
by mining the app descriptions and reviews.
Then most commonly requested permissions
are identified for a given cluster. If an appli-
cation belonging to a given cluster requests
permissions that are uncommon that cluster,
they are flagged as requesting over-permissions.

3. App recommendation Once the app classifica-
tion is done, PrivMetrics during this phase calcu-
lates the existing overall level of privacy for a given
user. The user’s requirements with respect to shar-
ing personal information is taken into account as
described in the Section 4. Then it recommends
the apps that provide similar functionality, but im-
proves the overall privacy.

An example, operation of PrivMetrics is schemati-
cally shown in Figure 2. In this scenario, the user has
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App classification 
-  Requested permission 
-  Other collected data 
-  Embedded trackers 
-  Similar applications 

App	  Markets	   App 
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Recommendations 

Figure 1: Basic architecture of PrivMetrics

3 apps: Spam SMS filter, Transit schedule and an Ar-
cade game and all of the three apps are connected to
the same tracker, Tracker1. This gives Tracker1 access
user’s SMS content and Location. By analysing similar
apps, PrivMetricsrecommends the user to consider us-
ing an alternative Spam SMS filter app which does not
share the SMS content with any tracker.

Location 

SMS 
content 

Public Transit 
Schedule app 

Spam SMS 
 filter app 

An arcade  
game app 

Tracker 1 

“ … We recommend 
following spam filter 
apps to improve 
your privacy ...” 

Figure 2: Example user case of PrivMetrics

As there are tools and techniques for App discovery
and App classification as described previously, the
rest of the paper focuses on App recommendation ,
which allows personalized control on the data leakage
by suggesting alternative apps.

4. PrivMetrics RECOMMENDATION
The parameters and the notation used in main algo-

rithm in PrivMetrics for app recommendation is shown
in Figure 3.

It shows apps on a user device A1, A2, ..., AK and each
of the K apps, is connected one or more of the N data
sources, Sn and D trackers, Yd, shown as edges in the
graph. We assume that each tracker is trying to pre-
dict P user traits, Up, using the information obtained
through data sources. The accuracy a tracker, Yd can
predict the user trait Up using the available data sources
is denoted by PrYd

(Up).
We assume the relationship between access to data

sources (Si) and accuracy predicting user trait, Up is
given by the function ϕ. For simplicity we also assume
that the predicting capability of all the trackers are the
same. However the model is flexible to support different
prediction capabilities. Then
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Figure 3: Graph representing the interconnection be-
tween data sources and trackers for a given user

ϕUp(S1, S2, ..., SN ) = Pr(Up) ∀i = 1 : P

The function ϕ is at this stage is unknown and re-
quires further study. To demonstrate the potential of
the proposed framework, initially we assume ϕ be a lin-
ear function. i.e.,

ϕUp = α0 + α1s1 + ...+ αMsM

where sm is a binary variable representing the access
to the data source Sm. Thus we have a predictablity
vector ΦYd

for each of the tracker of size P which is
given by:

ΦYd
= (Pr(U1) Pr(U2) ... P r(UP ))T

We then define a user willingness vector, populated
by the user, which indicates whether the user is willing
enable a tracker to infer a trait given by:

Λ = (λ1 λ2 ... λP )T of size P ,
Then we calculate the Privacy level with tracker Yd,

fYd
=

l∑
L=1

(1− Pr(Ul))/l

where Ul are the traits which user marked as con-
cerned in Λ.

The overall privacy level, G for the user considering
all trackers, is defined as the mean of the Privacy levels
with each tracker, given by:

G =

D∑
d=1

fYd
/D

For some of the applications there can be multiple
other applications in the market which have the same
functionality. If there are, it may be possible to use
one these alternative applications rather than one being
considered or installed to improve the overall privacy
level of a user. This can be achieved by solving the
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below optimization problem.

maximize
A1,....,AJ

G(A1, ..., AJ) subject to Aj ∈ {A{j, cj}}

Here Aj,cj is the set of similar applications to Aj of size
cj .

This is done by using an variant of the steepest ascent
hill climbing algorithm. The details of this algorithm
used to generate the alternative apps recommendations
is given below.

Data:
Initial set ← {A1, A2, ..., AK}
Similar app sets ← {{A1,c1}, {A2,c2}, ..., {AK,cK}}
Result:
Optimized Go

Optimized set ← {A1, A2, ..., AJ}
Initialization;
Calculate initial Gi;
for k = 1 to k = K do

Optimized set←Initial set;
Go←Gi;
for j = 1 to j = cj do

Current set ← {A1, A2, ..., AK} where Ak

replaced by Aj ;
Current G, Gc ←G(Current Set);
if Gc ≥ Go then

Gi ← Gc;
Initial set←Current set;

end
end

end
Return
Go

Optimized set;

Algorithm 1: Steepest ascent hill climbing algorithm
for optimizing global privacy level of a user

5. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We tested the PrivMetrics framework on a dataset

collected from smartphone users which is used in our
previous work [10]. The dataset contained lists of apps
installed by 339 Android smartphone users and for each
app we crawled the Google Play Store and identified
similar apps using the similar apps feature available in
the store. For each app we selected the first 3 similar
apps recommended by Google as the possible replace-
ments. We downloaded the apk files from Google Play
Store for these apps and the remaining analysis is based
on 2072 apps we have downloaded at the time of submis-
sion. For each app, we identified data sources it accesses
and the embedded tracking companies by decompiling
the apk files.

We applied our algorithm to optimize the global pri-
vacy level of each user. Figure 4 shows the CDF of the
percentage improvement we were able to achieve. As
can be seen for 50% of the users, we were able to achieve
more than a 20% increase and a further 20% of the users
we were able to achieve more than a 50% increase. Fig-
ure 5 shows an example scenario. For this particular
scenario, PrivMetrics proposed the user to replace Air-
Droid with Android device manager (both are android
device manager apps) and Twitter with Twittercaster
(an unofficial Twitter client) that led to an improve-
ment of 10% in the overall privacy level.
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Figure 5: Example user

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
With the increase in the availability of third party

apps, and the domination of the market by a few track-
ing companies, there is a steady erosion of user privacy.
Therefore, it is necessary to develop methods that will
provide user more control. PrivMetrics provides such a
framework. The potential of PrivMetrics was demon-
strated, using a real dataset and some simpliflified as-
sumptions. Despite these simplified assumptions, the
results are very encouraging and shows the viability of
the PrivMetrics framework. We intend to improve the
framework by addressing the following issues.
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• The model used for determining the prediction ca-
pability of trackers by analysing the dependancies
of other information such as frequency of data col-
lection and the information already present with
aggregators.

• The similar app identification method by analysing
the suitability of the recommendations and iden-
tifying the means of improving the current algo-
rithm such as ranking apps so that the algorithm
converges to a improved local maximum.
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